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By Wiley

Wiley, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Bio-
Concepts is a teaching and learning solution that offers quality content in a dynamic and engaging
format, all in one place and at an affordable price. Bio-Concepts pairs Intro/Non-majors Biology
content with Wiley s revolutionary teaching and learning tool:WileyPLUS Learning Space. WileyPLUS
Learning Space contains your course content organized within an online learning community.
Students have the opportunity to engage with key content, their instructor and their classmates. It
invites students to ask questions, share insights, and personalize study materials - so they can invest
in their own unique learning experience. Bio-Concepts combines adaptive self-study activities with
an interactive and collaborative new e-text that establishes a personalized learning path for each
student. Individual progress feedback drives students to study and practice more effectively and to
achieve mastery of the content and a deep conceptual understanding. In addition, a unique suite of
customizable and collaboration features offers students a personal study journal of course notes
and activities, and encourages peer-to-peer discussions surrounding the content.  Bio-Concepts also
provides a unique and personalized teaching experience for instructors, allowing them to easily
customize and add their own material and engage students...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is great and fantastic. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to planning to go through yet again yet again down the
road. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson

This composed publication is fantastic. I was able to comprehended everything using this composed e book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Miss O va  K uhn IV-- Miss O va  K uhn IV
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